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ABSTRACT: The present study deals with the phonetic description of sentence topics in Italian tourist guides’ 
speech. Topical coherence characterizes the communicative strategies that human experts adopt when delivering 
contents to the visitors of cultural sites. Topical progression, which ensures temporal, spatial, and referential conti-
nuity, is frequently expressed by sentence topics as well. 
The relevant literature generally supports the idea of a topic accent and a rising-falling (or “hat”) contour is de-
scribed as the most frequent for the unmarked topic in Italian utterance structures, but other realizations are also 
possible. The hypothesis that we want to test in this work is whether this variability is due to specific factors. Hence, 
we investigate phonetic realization of sentence topics as a function of syntactic features -structure, function and 
weight- and textual-pragmatic features -discourse role considering ±aboutness, ±contrastiveness, ±givenness-. Spe-
cifically, tonal events, i.e., accents and boundaries, phonetic phrasing, and disfluency phenomena were investigated. 
Results show that both syntactic and pragmatic factors play a role in the phonetic realization of topics, though they 
act at different levels. In particular, disfluencies are found to be affected by syntactic weight and givenness, while 
tonal events seem to depend mainly on the discourse role.

Keywords: sentence topic, Italian, prosody, discourse role, syntactic structure.

RESUMEN: Los tópicos oracionales en italiano: análisis del Corpus CHROME.- El presente estudio se plantea 
un análisis fonético de los tópicos oracionales en italiano, examinando habla de guías turísticos. La coherencia 
temática caracteriza las estrategias comunicativas que adoptan los expertos humanos al transmitir contenidos a los 
visitantes de los sitios culturales. La progresión temática, que garantiza la continuidad temporal, espacial y referen-
cial, se expresa también con frecuencia mediante tópicos oracionales. Por lo tanto, el corpus examinado ofrece la 
posibilidad de analizar la realización de estas entidades.
La bibliografía pertinente apoya, en general, la idea de un acento de tópico e indica un contorno ascendente-descen-
dente como el más frecuente para el tópico no marcado, aunque resultan posibles otras realizaciones.
La hipótesis que queremos comprobar en este trabajo es si la variabilidad encontrada en la bibliografía se debe a 
factores sintácticos y pragmáticos específicos. Por lo tanto, investigamos la realización fonética de los tópicos ora-
cionales en función de características sintácticas -estructura, función y “peso”- y de factores textuales y pragmáticos 

1 This article is the result of a continuous collaboration between the authors. However, for academic purposes only, Iolanda Alfano 
is responsible for sections 1, 3.2 and 4.1, Violetta Cataldo for sections 3.1, 3.3 and 4.2, Riccardo Orrico for sections 3.4 and 4.3, 
Loredana Schettino for sections 2, 3.5 and 4.4. All the authors are responsible for sections 5 and 6.
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-rol discursivo considerando los siguientes rasgos: ±aboutness, ±contrastiveness, ±givenness-. En concreto, se investigaron los 
eventos tonales, es decir, los acentos y las fronteras, el fraseo prosódico y los fenómenos de disfluencia. Los resultados muestran 
que tanto los factores sintácticos como los pragmáticos desempeñan un papel en la realización fonética de los tópicos oracionales, 
aunque actúan a diferentes niveles. En particular, las disfluencias se ven afectadas por el peso sintáctico y el estatuto informativo, 
mientras que los eventos tonales parecen depender principalmente del rol discursivo. 

Palabras clave: tópico oracional, italiano, prosodia, rol discursivo, estructura sintáctica.

1. INTRODUCTION

The notion of sentence topic is one of the most contro-
versial linguistic ideas. From a semantic perspective, Maslo-
va & Bernini (2000) identify two central pieces of evidence 
against a unified approach to sentence topic: the vagueness 
of the notion of “aboutness” and the existence of multiple 
“topic constructions” with different functions, both within 
and across languages. Yet, they argue for a universal phe-
nomenon of sentence topic, which would allow accounting 
for language-internal and cross-linguistic variation in topic 
encoding and for universal constraints on this variation.

By default, a topic is usually defined as what the sentence 
is about (Reinhart, 1981; Gundel, 1988; Lambrecht, 1994; 
Krifka, 2008b) and is frequently identified as the single most 
salient given referent in an utterance. The introduction of 
the term is due to Hockett (1958, p. 201), who defined it as 
“What the speaker announces, in a sentence, before proceed-
ing to say something about it, in the Comment”. However, 
one of the most widely accepted definition of sentence topic 
and its complement comment is Gundel’s topic definition:

An entity, E, is the topic of a sentence, S, iff in using S the 
speaker intends to increase the addressee’s knowledge about, 
request information about, or otherwise get the addressee to 
act with respect to E. A predication, P, is the comment of a 
sentence, S, iff in using S the speaker intends P to be assessed 
relative to the topic of S. (Gundel, 1988, p. 210).

Other proposals consider topicality as a general or-
ganizing principle in discourse, where the topic associ-
ated with a discourse unit is provided by the (explicit or 
implicit) question it answers and the relation between dis-
course units is determined by the relation between these 
topic-providing questions (van Kuppevelt, 1995).

Within the “Language into Act Theory” (Cresti & 
Moneglia, 2018), topics are seen as units that develop the 
information function of field of application for the illocu-
tionary force (expressed by the comment unit). Therefore, 
they do not convey the illocution of the utterance; they al-
ways precede the comment and can be identified in speech 
only considering their prosodic performance. 

Despite the differences between the various theoreti-
cal proposals, we can state that they all consider the topic 
as the basis for what is said or the frame for the most 
relevant part of the message.

Additionally, the various notions of topic that exist in 
the literature refer to domains of different extent, e.g., sen-
tence, speech act, dialogue, sub-dialogical parts. This study 
deals with sentence topics in Neapolitan Italian occurring 
in the left periphery of declarative sentences.

For the identification of topics in this work, we built 
on several debated issues in the relevant literature, assum-
ing that sentence topics: 

• do not have to be referential, since they can also ex-
press situations or states of affairs,

• are optional,
• do not necessarily occur in a fixed position in the ut-

terance,
• are not necessarily given,
• there can be several topics in one utterance. 

As for Italian sentence topic intonation, the relevant 
literature generally supports the idea of a topic accent and 
a rising-falling (or “hat”) contour is described as the most 
frequent for the unmarked topic, but other realizations are 
also possible.

On Florentine Italian, Cresti & Firenzuoli (2002) de-
scribe topic contours as composed of two tonal events, 
namely a rise-fall, situated on the stressed syllable of the 
topic, and a fall-rise placed on the last syllable of the top-
ic unit. Firenzuoli & Signorini (2003) identify three con-
tours with different frequency of occurrence, which have 
in common a rise movement on the last tonic syllable of 
the nucleus.

According to Mereu & Trecci (2004) and Mereu & 
Frascarelli (2006), topics in Rome Italian in utterance in-
itial position are prosodically marked by a rise of f0 on the 
last tonic of the entire constituent, regardless of the more or 
less complex structure of the topic or its syntactic function.

In another study on the same variety, Giordano & 
Crocco (2005) examine topics realized as a tonal unit. The 
authors find that these units are mostly characterized by a 
“high accent” (44%) but may also show a “low accent” 
(34%) and other minor realizations. Interestingly, topics 
with specific syntactic structures, i.e., left dislocations or 
thematizations, are always realized by the “high accent” 
configuration.

Crocco & Savy (2007) investigate phonetic phrasing, 
tonal pattern, and phrase structure in left peripherical sen-
tence topic in dialogues. They indicate that high/rising 
tones are frequently associated to topics, but their results 
also show a widespread presence of falling tones (42%), 
which occurs when topic and tone units are coextensive.

Crucially, different intonational properties as a func-
tion of the discourse role played by the topic have been 
pointed out by Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) in Ger-
man and Rome Italian. In both languages, different pitch 
accents mark different types of topic. In particular, they 
identify three tonal events associated with topic expres-
sions, i.e., L*+H for (shifting) aboutness topics, H* for 
contrastive topics and L* for familiar topics. Other prag-
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matic contrasts have been investigated in Neapolitan 
Italian, namely the contrast between regular topics, in ex-
haustive answers, and contrastive topics, in non-exhaus-
tive answers, i.e., when the topic is a subset of a relevant 
topical entity (see §2; Büring, 2016). A number of pro-
sodic differences related to the information structure have 
been noticed. Specifically, the presence of a phrase break 
and a downstep in the register level after the subject top-
ic distinguish contrastive from non-contrastive topics in 
SVO constructions (D’Imperio & Cangemi, 2011); in the 
same way, such prosodic features appear to differentiate 
also regular vs. partial object topics in clitic left disloca-
tion constructions (Brunetti et al., 2010).

Recently, the investigation of these information cat-
egories has been extended to other varieties of Italian 
spoken in Campania (Salerno and Cilento Italian; Cataldo 
et al., 2021). These results highlight the presence of spe-
cific prosodic properties in the realization of contrastive 
vs. non-contrastive topic expressions. Indeed, in both va-
rieties, topics in sentence-initial position are realized as 
a rise, but partial topics show a wider span and steeper 
slope of the rise than non-contrastive topics.

Furthermore, the phonetic realization of topic units in 
speech should take into account the presence of disfluen-
cy phenomena. Indeed, disfluency rates and types were 
found to vary according to different sociolinguistic fac-
tors, such as (discourse) topic under discussion (Bortfeld 
et al., 2001).

As far as we know, analyses involving all these factors 
have not been carried out systematically. Moreover, al-
though most of the studies refer to declarative utterances, 
in some cases the modality is not considered, since topics 
are examined in both declarative and interrogative utter-
ances (Giordano & Crocco, 2005; Crocco & Savy, 2007). 
Whereas, it has been widely observed that a sharp contrast 
exists between hanging topic left-dislocations in interrog-
atives and declaratives: only the former are obligatorily 
realized with a pause and may have a low edge tone (for 
example, for Spanish, Feldhausen, 2016). Further evi-
dence in this sense has been collected for Neapolitan Ital-
ian (Petrone & D’Imperio, 2011) and German (Petrone & 
Niebuhr, 2014). In these studies, the cues that allowed the 
sentence modality discrimination were placed as early as 
in the prenuclear region, e.g., shape of the f0 curve, peak 
alignment of the prenuclear accent as well as the bound-
ary type at the end of the word bearing the accent (inci-
dentally coinciding with sentence topics in those studies).

Hence, our goal is to investigate phonetic realization 
of sentence topics in declaratives as a function of syntac-
tic features (structure, function, and “weight”) and textu-
al-pragmatic features (discourse role considering ±about-
ness, ±contrastiveness, ±givenness).

The hypothesis we want to test is whether the varia-
bility found in the literature is due to specific syntactic or 
pragmatic factors.

The paper is composed of three main parts. The sec-
ond section (§2) provides the theoretical background, 
necessary to explain how we considered discourse role 
and givenness, and the third (§3) is devoted to the descrip-

tion of the method. Finally, in the last sections, the results 
are summarized (§4) and discussed (§5) and the general 
conclusions are drawn (§6).

2. BACKGROUND

Investigations on sentence topic have concerned dif-
ferent levels of analysis in order to describe its structural 
and functional characteristics.

As for the syntactic features of topical elements, Re-
inhart (1981, p. 56) points out that no specific syntactic 
structure exclusively defines sentence topics because 
“different expressions of the same sentence can serve as 
topics in different contexts of utterance”; there is how-
ever a tendency in discourse to interpret the grammatical 
subject of a sentence as its topic. Among others, Brunetti 
(2009) argues that this tendency may be due to the “agent-
like” properties both entities may have. In their analysis 
of the topic-comment structure of sentences, Gundel and 
colleagues (1997, p. 2) assume, among other things, that 
topics need not be sentence initial, nor be represented by 
noun phrases. Furthermore, in a cross-linguistic study 
(Gundel et al., 1993), the same authors explore a corre-
lation between the form of referring expressions in dis-
course and the assumed cognitive status of the referent, 
i.e., whether it has been already introduced or is somehow 
accessible. More specifically, they start from the assump-
tion that different determiners and pronominal forms im-
ply different cognitive statuses and identify a hierarchy of 
givenness statuses that are relevant to the expression of 
referents, e.g., a definite article conventionally signals the 
uniquely identifiability of the referent, whereas a demon-
strative determiner signals familiarity and identifiability.

As for left peripherical topic structures, Crocco & 
Savy (2007) in their syntax-prosody interface analysis, 
find that the great majority of topics are realized as Noun 
Phrases, followed by a small but substantial number of 
Prepositional Phrases, and rare cases of Adverbial Phras-
es. Among the structural features, they also consider the 
syntactic “weight” of topical constituents (Voghera & 
Turco, 2008) which they find to correlate with the pro-
sodic pattern of topics, i.e., the syntactic and the prosodic 
head of the topical constituents coincide in light struc-
tures, but they do not in heavy ones (see §3.2).

Especially important in the characterization of sen-
tence topics are the specific functional roles they may 
play in discourse. Krifka (2008a) identifies two informa-
tion-structure functions: “addressation” and “delimita-
tion”.

Addressation is the function related to the default defi-
nition of topic or “aboutness topic” as “what the sentence 
is about” (Reinhart, 1981; Gundel, 1988; Lambrecht, 
1994; Krifka, 2008b). Specifically, “the topic constituent 
identifies the entity or set of entities under which the in-
formation expressed in the comment constituent should be 
stored in the Common Ground content.” (Krifka, 2008b, 
p. 41). So just like information stored in a file card system, 
new information is not added to the common ground in 
an unstructured way, but rather associated with entities. 
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For example: “Peter fell asleep.” (Krifka, 2008a, p. 1). In 
this sentence, ‘Peter’ is the entity pointed out, while that 
he ‘fell asleep’ is the information added about the entity.

Götze and his colleagues (2007) point out a number of 
features that an aboutness topic needs to possess: a topic 
of a sentence is an aboutness topic (AT) if the sentence 
would be a natural continuation of “Let me tell you some-
thing about AT”, a good answer to the question “What 
about AT?”, and could be transformed into the sentence 
“Concerning AT,…’, (Götze et al., 2007, p. 165).

Delimitation is the function of “frame-setting”, which 
means defining the domain under which the predication 
should be interpreted. For example: [How is Bill doing?] 
“Financially, he’s doing fine.” (Krifka, 2008a, p. 1). In 
this example, ‘Financially’ has the function of delimiting 
the condition under which the predication (i.e., that Bill is 
doing fine) holds. It evokes alternatives (e.g., his health, 
his love life, and so on) relevant to the big issue (i.e., how 
Bill is doing) and for which other predications might hold, 
as in “Financially, he’s doing fine, but he had a heart op-
eration last month.”

Topical entities may also perform both an addressa-
tion and delimiting function, meaning that an aboutness 
topic may evoke contrastive alternatives. In literature, 
such cases are referred to as “contrastive topics” (CT; 
Büring, 2016). For example: [How are your parents do-
ing?] “My father is doing fine.” [alternative evoked: my 
mother] (Krifka, 2008a, p. 2).

Crucially, the CT-alternatives are relevant to the sen-
tence containing the CT, though they are not answered. 
More specifically, for a sentence containing a contrastive 
topic to be felicitous, there must be at least one question 
meaning which is (i) currently pertinent, (ii) logically in-
dependent, and (iii) identifiable (Büring, 2016). According 
to Büring’s formalization, the marking of a CT triggers 
these requirements to be understood as conventional im-
plicatures. If we apply the rules to the previous example 
‘My father is doing fine.’, we could say that it is possible to 
identify at least one question that instantiates ‘who is doing 
fine?’ that is pertinent and independent of the sentence itself 
(i.e., my mother). Büring further distinguishes between two 
uses of contrastive topics: “partial topic” and “purely im-
plicational topic”. When the topic in an answer is a subset 
of the topical entity in the question, it is acknowledged as 
partial topic, which is typically compatible with multiple 
wh-questions, or single wh-question containing plurals as 
in the following examples (Büring, 2016, p. 68): “Which 
guest brought what?” “Fred brought the beans”. “Where do 
your siblings live?” “My sister lives in Stockholm”. Instead, 
when the topic answers to the question but evokes poten-
tially relevant alternatives to the question, it is referred to 
as purely implicational topic. For example, in “Where was 
the gardener at the time of the murder? The gardener was 
in the house” the speaker wants to highlight that there are 
other people potentially relevant to the question (who is the 
murderer), e.g., “where was the chauffer?”, “where was the 
cook?”, and so on.

From this picture emerges that “aboutness” and “con-
trastiveness” are the two relevant dimensions to distin-

guish three types of topics: “Aboutness Topic”, aboutness, 
non-contrastive topics; “Contrastive Topics”, aboutness, 
contrastive topics; “Frame-setting Topics”, non-about-
ness, contrastive topics.

Another textual-pragmatic aspect which may be rele-
vant to the expression of topical entities is the information 
status, i.e., or the degree of givenness in context. 

The notion of givenness has been approached from 
different perspectives (cf. among others, Mathesius, 
1929; Halliday, 1967; Sgall, 1972; Chafe, 1976; Firbas, 
1987; Gundel et al., 1993; Gundel, 2003; for an overview 
on information structure units, see von Heusinger, 2002). 
A relevant account for the purpose of the present study 
is proposed by Baumann & Riester (2012). The authors 
elaborate on the notion of information status to provide 
a possibly complete definition that is able to take into ac-
count the important aspects related to an item’s givenness 
or novelty and is useful for investigations on the interface 
between information structure and prosody. In their pro-
posal, they consider the level of cognitive activation of 
the discourse referents a central aspect for the analysis of 
an item’s givenness. In this view, consciousness is deter-
mined “first and foremost” by the dynamic discourse con-
text that is regarded as “a cognitive dimension shared by 
the interlocutors at the time and place of utterance” (Bau-
mann & Riester, 2012, p. 123). Furthermore, the authors 
argue that two levels of givenness should be considered 
to account for an item’s information status: referential 
and lexical givenness. On the referential level, an item is 
given (to a certain degree of activation) if there is a coref-
erential antecedent, meaning that a reference to it can be 
found in the previous context; on the lexical level, an item 
is given if there is an identical expression, a synonym, or 
a hyponym in the previous context.

3. METHOD

3.1. Corpus

The corpus we analysed was collected within the 
Italian national project CHROME (Cultural Heritage Re-
sources Orienting Multimodal Experiences), which aims 
at developing a data collection and annotation procedure 
to support the development of new interactive technol-
ogies for cultural heritage. The audiovisual recordings 
involve three art historians. Each recruited expert guide 
accompanies four groups of four people in an hour-long 
guided tour at the San Martino Charterhouse in Naples 
(for more details, see Origlia et al., 2018).

The dataset under investigation consists of 80’ of 
speech (about 27’ per guide). A total amount of 228 topic 
items was found and annotated according to syntactic and 
pragmatic features.

3.2. Syntactic features

Both structural and functional aspects were consid-
ered, according to the type of phrases and their syntactic 
Weight. 
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As for syntactic Weight, Voghera & Turco (2008) pro-
vide a scale for verbal phrases and for nominal phrases 
(Noun, Predicative Noun and Prepositional Phrases). We 
refer to the nominal scale since Crocco & Savy (2007) 
found that topics are mostly realized as Noun, Preposi-
tional and Adverbial Phrases. The scale takes into account 
both phrases’ structure and expansion and considers five 
levels of weight according to the presence/absence of de-
terminers (det) and modifiers (mod) and whether the head 
is a noun or a pronoun (pro): 

1. [+ det] [+ mod]
2. [+ det] [- mod]
3. [- det] [+ mod]
4. [- det] [- mod]
5. [+ pro] [- det] [- mod].

We adapted the scale observing not only the pres-
ence/absence of modifiers, but also the type of modifi-
er (adjective, Prepositional Phrase, relative clause). On 
the other hand, as proposed by Crocco & Savy (2007), 
we did not consider determiners. Accordingly, we estab-
lished four levels of weight, measured as a function of 
the presence and type of modifiers, classifying Light (L), 
Medium (M), Heavy (H) and very Heavy (H+) phrases 
(Table 1).

Table 1: Weight scale and examples from the CHROME corpus.

Weight Modifier Example
L - la certosa [‘the charterhouse’]
M + adj. la nostra certosa [‘our charterhouse’]

H + PP la Certosa di Napoli [‘the Charterhou-
se in Naples’]

H+ + relative 
clauses

la Certosa che vediamo oggi [‘the 
Charterhouse we see today’]

3.3. Pragmatic features

Topics were classified according to the features of 
aboutness, which defines the topic as the entity that the 
sentence is about (Reinhart, 1981; Gundel, 1988; Lam-
brecht, 1994; Krifka, 2008b) and contrastiveness, which 
evokes alternative topics for which other predications 
might hold (Büring, 2016).

The dimension of aboutness was evaluated on the ba-
sis of the test proposed by Götze and his colleagues: 

X is the Aboutness Topic of a sentence S containing X if
a. S would be a natural continuation to the announce-

ment Let me tell you something about X
b. S would be a good answer to the question What 

about X?
c. S could be naturally transformed into the sentence 

Concerning X, S’, where S’ differs from S only in-

sofar as X has been replaced by a suitable pronoun. 
(Gotze et al., 2007, p. 165).

As for the dimension of contrastiveness, the following 
test was elaborated based on Büring’s (2016) formaliza-
tion: X is the Contrastive Topic in a sentence S containing 
X if

a. There is an easily identifiable alternative X’ evoked 
by X

b. X’ is independent from S (i.e., the information about 
X’ is not resolved in S)

c. X’ is pertinent with reference to S (i.e., it would con-
tribute to address a bigger issue that is relevant for the 
current discourse).

Three discourse roles were identified on the textu-
al transcription of the recordings only (without hearing 
them, in order to avoid circularity): Neutral (N-Topic), 
Frame Settings (FS-Topic) and Contrastive (C-Topic), 
see Table 2.

Table 2: Discourse roles identified according to ±aboutness and 
±contrastiveness features.

Aboutness Contrastiveness Discourse function
+ - N-Topic
+ + C-Topic
- + FS-Topic

N-Topic functions to address, i.e., it points out an en-
tity or a reference point, adding an information about it. 
FS-Topic functions to delimitate the domain under which 
the predication should be interpreted (Krifka, 2008a). 
C-Topic functions to address a bigger issue that is rele-
vant for the discourse, when it evokes an easily identifi-
able alternative (see § 2). The example (1) illustrates the 
three types:

(1) La Certosa di San Martino (N-Topic) ha almeno 
due anime. Una (C-Topic) racconta la storia della città. 
All’epoca (FS-Topic) i certosini (N-Topic) vivevano in un 
luogo isolato 

[‘San Martino Charterhouse (N-Topic) has two souls 
at least. One (C-Topic) tells the story of the city. At the 
time (FS-Topic) Carthusian monks (N-Topic) lived in an 
isolated place.]

Furthermore, topic Givenness was considered. In or-
der to reduce the degree of arbitrariness in the annotation 
of the informative status, we considered givenness basing 
on a textual analysis, being impossible to make assump-
tions about the state of activation of the information in the 
mind of the addressee (see §2). Referring to denotations 
and not to linguistic expressions, -therefore, considering 
referential and not lexical givenness- we distinguished 
among New (not mentioned before and not being recov-
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erable from the preceding discourse), Given (mentioned 
in the immediate common ground content) and Resumed, 
already mentioned, but not in the immediate common 
ground content (Baumann & Riester, 2012). The example 
(2) shows the three types:

(2) […] cercherò di farvi immaginare insomma di 
com’era com’era la vita in questo quartiere, quando non 
era ancora di fatto un quartiere, settecento anni fa, nel 
1300. Non so se ti è capitato, ti do del tu, di passeggiare 
per le strade del Vomero oggi, ma adesso è un quartiere 
appunto molto animato, ci sono molti negozi, molti locali, 
ma in realtà questa è una trasformazione anche questa 
relativamente recente. Nel ‘300 la collina del Vomero 
(Given) era pressoché disabitata, quindi si trattava di 
campagna, un luogo perfetto per i certosini che natural-
mente cercavano una vita di solitudine, una vita appar-
tata. E il duca di Calabria Carlo, figlio del re Roberto il 
Saggio (New), incoraggia appunto i certosini a stabilirsi 
in questo luogo.

[…] 
Carlo, Duca di Calabria (Resumed), in realtà non 

vede la fine dei lavori perché ufficialmente si concludono 
nel 1368 quando lui era già morto.

[I will try to make you imagine what life was like in 
this neighbourhood, when it was not yet a neighbourhood, 
seven hundred years ago, in 1300. I don’t know if you’ve 
ever walked through the streets of Vomero today, but now 
it’s a very lively neighbourhood, there are lots of shops, 
lots of bars and restaurants, but it’s actually a relatively 
recent transformation. In the 14th century, the Vomero 
hill (Given) was almost uninhabited, so it was the coun-
tryside, a perfect place for the Carthusians who naturally 
sought a life of solitude, a secluded life. And the Duke 
of Calabria Charles, son of King Robert the Wise (New), 
encouraged the Carthusians to settle there.

[…] 
Charles, Duke of Calabria (Resumed), actually did not 

see the end of the works because they were officially com-
pleted in 1368 when he was already dead]

The first occurrence of the topics “In the fourteenth 
century” and “the Vomero hill” were considered Given, 
since both time and place had already been introduced in 
the discourse. On the contrary, the topic “the Duke of Cal-
abria, Charles” had not been previously mentioned, nor 
was recoverable; therefore, was considered New. Finally, 
the same discourse topic was tagged as a Resumed sen-
tence topic during the same visit with the same group of 
people. 

3.4. Intonation analysis

Firstly, a phrasing level was labelled, isolating tone 
units (TUs), considering a number of phonetic boundary 
markers, not necessarily co-occurring, i.e., presence of 
a final pause; f0 declination of both f0 and energy; para-
metrical reset at the beginning of a new TU; prepausal 
lengthening. 

Then, we analysed:

• Pitch movements on the syntactic head (SH) and on the 
prosodic head (PH), i.e., the stress that may be consid-
ered hierarchically higher than any other prominence 
in the topic. It corresponds to SH in light phrases;

• Boundary (B) of topical entity;
• General pitch span information, measured as global 

maxima minus minima in semitones (ST).

Only in topics occurring as separate TUs, PHs and Bs 
were considered.

These parameters were phonetically described as fol-
lows. Pitch movements on SHs and PHs were grouped 
into rising, falling, high, low tones and deaccented 
(non-prominent realizations). Figure 1 shows an example 
of deaccented SH and rising PH, whereas Figure 2 shows 
an example of coincident SH and PH.

Figure 1: Deaccented SH and rising PH in the topic “La prima 
cappella a sinistra” [The first chapel on the left].

Figure 2: Coincident SH and PH in the topic “San Martino”.

Bs, on the other hand, were classified as high (above 
the baseline) or low (baseline level).

3.5. Disfluencies

As for disfluencies, we considered cases of repair 
(deletions, substitutions, insertions) and hesitation (si-
lent, filled, lexicalized filled pauses, and prolongations; 
Shriberg, 1994; Eklund, 2004). For example:
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(3) <ehm>quindi <eeh> il<ll> / Carlo diciamo
[‘<ehm> so <eeh> the<ee> / Carlo like’]

Each disfluent item was labelled according to its posi-
tion, namely before, within and after each topic item and 
was further classified according to its disfluency complex-
ity, distinguishing among simple instances, when just one 
phenomenon occurred, see example (4), or complex ones, 
for two or more phenomena, see example (5).

(4) la <aa> Certosa di San Martino qui a Napoli ha al-
meno due anime
[the<ee> San Martino Charterhouse here in Naples has at 
least two souls]

(5) questi <eeh> lavori <sp> <eeh> di ammodernamen-
to quindi incominciano alla fine del millecinquecento
[these <eeh> works <sp> <eeh> of modernization there-
fore begin at the end of the 16th century]

4. RESULTS

In this section we report the results from the analysis 
of sentence topics within our corpus. The results are pre-
sented according to the different levels of analysis: top-
ics’ syntactic features (§4.1) and the pragmatic role they 
play within the discourse (§4.2), their prosodic realization 
(§4.3) and whether or not they include disfluent phenom-
ena (§4.4).

4.1. Syntactic features of sentence topics

A total of 228 items of sentence topic were found in 
the corpus. While in most cases the items identified were 
the only topic within the sentence, in 29 occurrences 
they were found to be combined with each other within 
the same sentence; of these topic combinations, 26 were 
made of two distinct topical items, and the remaining 3 
were made of 3 items. 

The analysis performed at the syntactic level shows 
that, in our corpus, topics can be realized as Noun Phras-
es (NPs), Prepositional Phrases (PPs), Adverbial Phrases 
(AdPs), as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Count and percentage of topic occurrences according to 
type of phrases.

Type Count Perc.
NP 150 66%
PP 56 25%

AdP 22 9%

NPs were attested to be the most frequent, amount-
ing to 150 items (around 70% of total occurrences), 
followed by PPs and, finally, by AdPs. As far as their 
syntactic function is concerned, in 99% of cases, NPs 

serve the function of subject of the sentence, while PPs 
and AdPs are mainly employed as adjuncts of time or 
place.

As for the syntactic Weight, we found that the most 
frequent occurrences of topic items are made of one 
phrase in which the head is not accompanied by mod-
ifiers, i.e., light topics (L; over 60% of the total occur-
rences). More complex topics were also attested, though 
with a much smaller frequency: specifically, M topics 
(those with an adjectival modifier) amount to 8% of the 
total occurrences, H topics (with a Prepositional Phrase 
modifier) were found in the 17% of the cases, and H+ 
topics (in which the modifier is realized as a relative 
clause) account for the 14% of the cases. No specific re-
lationship appears to be there between syntactic Weight 
and type of phrase: the distributions of weight described 
above are maintained across the phrase types, with the 
exception of AdPs, for which only one non-L occurrence 
was found. 

Figure 3 reports the percentages of occurrence of the 
Weights and the type of phrase.

Figure 3: Percentage of the topic occurrences according to the syn-
tactic Weight and phrase type.

4.2. Pragmatic features of sentence topics

As for pragmatic features, the analyses that we per-
formed were concerned with identifying topics’ dis-
course role and their degree of givenness. Results show 
that the topic items were not evenly distributed accord-
ing to the discourse role they play. Most of the topics an-
alysed (54%) were found to be neutral topics (N-Topic); 
frame-setting topics (FS-Topic) were found to account 
for the 32% of the topic occurrences and, finally, con-
trastive topics (C-Topic) account only for the remaining 
14%. Additionally, it might be noteworthy to mention 
that in case of topic combinations, at least one of the 
isolable topic items is always a FS-Topic, as shown in 
example (6). 

(6) Alla fine del MillecinquecentoFS-Topic con la Contror-
iformaFS-Topic i certosiniN-Topic 

[‘at the end of 1500 / with the Counter-Reformation / the 
Carthusian monks’].
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The example reported above also shows another ten-
dency that we attested. In particular, the discourse role 
classification reveals a correlation with the type of phrase 
topics were realized by, as shown in the bar plot in Figure 
4.

Figure 4: Percentage of phrase types in the three discourse roles.

NPs are primarily used to express an aboutness topic, 
i.e., N-Topic and C-Topic, and these categories are almost 
never realized by other types of phrases. FS-Topics, on 
the other hand, are mainly realized by PPs and, in a small-
er percentage of cases, by AdPs.

Finally, as far as Givenness is concerned, we found 
that nearly half of topic items are New (43%), while the 
remaining 57% shows different degrees of givenness: 
Given (41.2%) and Resumed (15.8%).

4.3. Intonation

The first result concerns the separation of the items an-
alysed in TUs. We found that 34.8% of topics are tonally 
separated from the rhematic part of the utterance, there-
fore most of the items are not contained within an isolated 
unit. A general inspection of these cases shows that the 
realization of topic items as belonging or not to the same 
tonal unit might be linked to factors that are of both syn-
tactic and pragmatic nature. Specifically, distributional 
data show that L topics are far less frequently realized as a 
separate TU; similarly, tonal separation of topics appears 
to be also linked to Givenness, with a slightly higher fre-
quency of separation in case of New topics. These distri-
butions are showed in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Frequency of separate vs. non-separate tone units as a 
function of Weight (top) and Givenness (bottom).

Among the realizations of topics as a separate TU, 
we found that the 62.3% of the occurrences displays a 
high boundary tone. The distribution of boundary type, 
however, was found to be linked to the discourse role 
(see Figure 6); statistically, the significance of this re-
lationship was measured using the Chi-Square, which 
shows that the distribution of boundary type is indeed 
dependent on the discourse role (x2 = 11.56, p = .003).

Figure 6: Boundary realization as a function of discourse role.

More specifically, and as shown in Figure 6, N- and 
FS-Topic items were found to show a higher frequen-
cy of high boundaries, while C-Topics show a slightly 
higher percentage of low boundaries, both as opposed 
to the occurrence of H boundaries for the same catego-
ry and as opposed to the frequency of occurrence of Ls 
in the other topic types.

As for the tonal movements associated with strong 
syllables, we analysed accents occurring on SHs and 
those occurring on the TU’s PH (in case PH was with-
in the topic). As shown in section 3.4, three different 
accent types were attested, i.e., high, fall, and rise ac-
cents (plus, we included cases in which SH was de-
accented). The general distributions of the different 
tonal conditions for PH and SH are shown in Figure 
7. In general, we found that, in both positions, falling 
accents (HL) are very frequent, while rising accents 
(LH) were attested to be the least frequent within the 
corpus. A difference, however, was also found for the 
position (SH or PH), namely the frequency of occur-
rence of high accents (H), which appears to be the 
most frequent category used for SH, though the least 
used for prosodic heads.
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Figure 7: Frequency of accent type in topics’ syntactic head (top) 
and prosodic head (bottom).

As for accents’ distribution according to pragmatic 
features of the topic, we found a correlation between the 
discourse role played by the topic and tonal movements 
associated with both SH (x2 = 56.33, p < .001) and PH (x2 
= 34.16, p < .001), reported in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Frequency of accent type in topics’ syntactic head (top) 
and prosodic head (bottom) as a function of discourse role.

More specifically, as for SH, C-Topics and N-Topics 
(those characterized by the feature +aboutness) show a simi-
lar behaviour: they are more likely realized with high accents 

on their SH, which occur, respectively, in 56.3% and 44.4% 
of the cases. On the contrary, FS-Topics show a much more 
variable picture, though there appears to be a tendency to 
be realized mainly with a fall on the syntactic head. Addi-
tionally, FS-Topics also present a higher percentage of LH 
accents as opposed to the other two categories. These results, 
however, might be due to the fact that, in some cases, SH co-
incide with PH. For this reason, the same computations were 
made in heavy constituents only (H and H+), in which SH is 
clearly separated from PH, as in example 7. 

(7) Il Duca di Calabria, Carlo, figlio di Re Roberto il 
Saggio

[The Duke of Calabria, Charles, son of King Robert the 
Wise]

In these cases, high accents appear to be the most fre-
quent type in all discourse roles. As for the tonal move-
ment associated with PH, it was found that falling accents 
are the most frequent in all the conditions, though an in-
teresting tendency appears to be there linking rising ac-
cents with C- and FS-Topics (hence, +contrastive topics): 
the frequency of LH accents is pretty high in these two 
categories as opposed to what is observed for N-Topics.

As for Givenness, we did not find any specific correlation 
with the type of accent or boundary used by the speakers, 
though this feature appears to be linked on the one hand to 
deaccentuation of SH and, on the other, to general pitch span 
information (see below). It is shown in Figure 9 that some of 
the topics that are not realized as a separate TU were found 
to be deaccented i.e., topic constituents that do not bear any 
prosodic prominence, which occurs in 19.5% of the cases. 
The vast majority of deaccented topics (93.5%) is either a 
pronoun or a deictic element, which are often anaphoric and 
hence Given. In general, however, it appears to be the case 
that +Givenness is a necessary condition, interacting with 
syntactic Weight, for deaccenting a topic.

Figure 9: Frequency of deaccented items as a function of Weight 
and Givenness.

Deaccentuation therefore is much more frequent when 
a topic constituent is light and, at the same time, Given. De-
accented cases, indeed, occur in the following situations: a) 
when SH is a pronoun or a deictic element characterized by 
givenness and “phonetic lightness” (lui [‘he’], qui [‘here’]), 
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and b) in only two occurrences of Given light NPs, such 
as I certosini [‘Carthusian monks’]. Moreover, we found 
deaccented C-Topics, when SH is modified by a PP, which 
bears the main prominence (la prima cappella a SINISTRA 
[‘the first chapel on the LEFT’]).

Finally, we found that Givenness is a strong predictor 
of phonetic information linked to pitch span. The correla-
tion between span and pragmatic features of utterances was 
modelled in R using linear regression. The model was built 
with Span (in ST) as dependent variable, while Givenness, 
Discourse role, and their interaction were employed as in-
dependent variables. Table 4 shows a detail of the results of 
the model, indicating that Givenness is the only predictor 
for pitch span variability, whose effect appears to be in-
dependent of discourse role, since the interaction between 
these two variables did not yield significance. Additionally, 
and contrarily to previous investigations, the main effect of 
Discourse role also yielded non-significant results.

Table 4: Details of the outcome of the linear regression model.

Predictor Df F p-value
Givenness 2 5.855 0.003*
Discourse Role 2 0.395 0.674
Givenness: Discourse Role 4 0.069 0.991

To further investigate the effect of Givenness, we also 
performed a pairwise comparison across the three levels 
(Given, New, Resumed) within the variable; this will also 
provide information about both direction and magnitude of 
the effect of Givenness. The data are reported in Table 5 
and Figure 10.

Table 5: Pairwise comparisons of levels within the variable Givenness.

Pair Estim. Std. Err t-value p-value
Given–New -4.71 1.638 -2.876 0.012*
Given–Resumed -1.61 2.406 -0.668 0.779
New–Resumed 3.10 2.240 1.386 0.345

Figure 10: Pitch span (ST) as a function of discourse role and Gi-
venness.

4.4. Disfluencies

The last result we present concerns the role of disflu-
encies in the production of topic items, by analysing the 
occurrence of disfluencies, their complexity, and their po-
sition with respect to the topic. 

The analysis of disfluencies showed that around half 
of the topic items under investigation (54%) was found to 
be realized with disfluent phenomena, mostly occurring 
within the topic unit (in 46% of the cases) and/or before it 
(33%). As for disfluency complexity, we found that more 
than half of disfluent topics show simple disfluencies, i.e., 
with only one disfluent phenomenon (more specifically, 
in 56% of the cases) while the remaining 44% presents 
complex disfluent sequences.

Moreover, the presence of disfluencies was found to 
be significantly related to topics’ syntactic Weight (x2 = 
17.09; p < .001). Indeed, unlike L and M phrases, H and 
H+ ones are most likely realized as disfluent sequenc-
es. Such significance regards the disfluencies occurring 
within topics, indicating that more complex topic items 
are more frequently realized with a disfluent phenome-
non located within the item itself. Furthermore, syntactic 
Weight was also found to have a significant correlation 
with disfluency complexity (x2 = 27.57; p < .001). As a 
matter of fact, in L, M and H phrases only simple disfluent 
sequences occur, whereas around half of H+ phrases are 
realized with a higher number of disfluent phenomena.

The occurrence of disfluent phenomena was also 
found to vary as a function of the topic’s pragmatic fea-
tures. Specifically, the presence of disfluencies increases 
within new topics. However, similarly to the correlation 
with Weight, significance was only found for disfluencies 
occurring within topics (x2 = 6.68; p < .01). Figure 11 
shows the distributions of disfluencies according to both 
Weight and Givenness.

Figure 11: Presence and complexity of disfluencies as a function of 
Weight (top) and Givenness (bottom).
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5. DISCUSSION 

Topical coherence characterizes the communicative 
strategies that experts adopt when delivering contents to 
the visitors of cultural sites. Topical progression, which 
ensures temporal, spatial, and referential continuity, in the 
tourist guides’ type of speech is frequently expressed by 
sentence topics as well.

Starting from the syntactic features, in most cases the 
topic is constituted by Noun Phrases performing the func-
tion of subject and with light weight, in line with previous 
studies (Crocco & Savy, 2007; Voghera & Turco, 2008), 
even if both phrase structure and weight are quite variable 
(Table 3). Among the syntactic features considered, Weight 
appears to have the most effect on the phonetic realization 
of topical expressions. Specifically, heavy constituents are 
more likely realized as separate tonal units, as compared 
to lighter phrases which are more often incorporated in the 
following tonal sequence. Furthermore, we found a correla-
tion between Weight and the presence of disfluencies, which 
mainly occur in complex combinations, within syntactical-
ly heavy and very heavy phrases. This result confirms the 
studies reported in Lickely (2015) which highlight that the 
production of long and/or complex constituents triggers the 
employment of hesitations as a means of online planning 
devices, hence assuming the link between the occurrence of 
disfluent phenomena and cognitively demanding utteranc-
es. Accordingly, both results unveil a greater effort affect-
ing the phonetic realization of heavy topical constituents, 
which, on the one hand, need to be tonally stand-alone for 
rhythmical reasons, and on the other hand, require more 
hesitations for planning reasons.

As for pragmatic features, the prevalent informa-
tion-structure function in the communicative situation 
under analysis is addressation (N- and C-Topics), even if 
delimitation is clearly expressed as well (FS- and C-Top-
ics). Turning to the information status of topics, differ-
ent degrees of givenness were considered. Indeed, sen-
tence topics can denote an expression that is not present 
in the immediate common ground in nearly half of the 
cases. This implies that, in line with expectations, New 
(discourse) topics are frequently introduced by means of 
sentence topics in this kind of speech.

Looking at the effect of pragmatic features on the 
phonetic realization, we found a general correlation be-
tween discourse role and tonal events, as already stated 
by Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) in a different the-
oretical framework. In topics uttered as a separate TU, 
boundaries are realized as low in C-Topics and as high 
in N- and FS-Topics. Accent choice is also modulated by 
discourse role and, in particular, nuclear accents seem to 
convey this information. Indeed, the feature +aboutness 
correlates with high or falling accents, while in +contras-
tive topics a higher occurrence of rising accents was reg-
istered, especially when they carry the feature -aboutness 
(i.e., FS-Topics). Such a distinction based on the accen-
tual realization is in line with previous investigations on 
the same variety examined in the present work, namely 
Neapolitan Italian, and other geographically close Italian 

varieties. In particular, contrastive topics were found to be 
prosodically different from non-contrastive ones (Brunet-
ti et al., 2010; D’Imperio & Cangemi, 2011; Cataldo et al., 
2021). As a matter of fact, unlike these studies, in our data 
pitch range does not play a role in discriminating different 
discourse roles. However, the feature of ±contrastiveness 
– the category of “Contrast”, as suggested by Brunetti and 
colleagues – appears to be clearly represented by prosodic 
means, although via different prosodic cues and at least as 
regards Campania Italian varieties.

Correlations between Givenness and phonetic realiza-
tion were also detected. Firstly, the presence of disfluen-
cies is much more likely in New entities, which imply a 
greater cognitive effort. This result is indeed in line with 
both Barr’s (2001) experimental results showing that 
speakers tend to be more disfluent when introducing new 
information, and Arnold et al. (2003), who found that hes-
itation phenomena occur in production when referring to 
discourse-new items and help speech comprehension of 
discourse (given) status. Secondly, along the lines of Ave-
sani & Vayra (2005) who found deaccentuation of given 
constituents in task-oriented dialogues, we found that top-
ics can be deaccented only if they are Given. However, 
in both studies, speakers are more likely to accent Given 
information (93% of instances in Avesani & Vayra, about 
80% in our dataset). Moreover, our findings are also in 
line with Sbranna and colleagues (2021), who did not de-
tect strategies of deaccentuation in sentence-final given 
items in Neapolitan Italian.

Lastly, global span information correlates with Given-
ness: New topics show a wider span. Similarly, Féry & 
Ishihara (2010) showed that givenness has an effect on 
different prosodic domains, including pitch range; indeed, 
items with different degrees of givenness are ordered 
along a hierarchy of pitch height. In particular, first oc-
currences of a word are realized higher than its second 
occurrences which in turn are higher than all the other 
following occurrences.

Finally, our results suggest that, despite the variability 
detected, general prosodic information is an essential part 
of the definition of the discourse role of sentence topics 
which, in some cases, might represent the only way for 
the speaker to encode that meaning and, for the listener, to 
take up the specific topic as either exhaustive or a smaller 
part of a bigger issue. This brings out a critical issue from 
the methodological point of view. The identification of the 
pragmatic features of our topic items was carried out on 
a textual basis only, i.e., only relying on the textual tran-
scription of the speech data; such a criterion had the aim 
of avoiding circularity between the identification of the pa-
rameters and the phonetic realization of the related topic 
expressions. Crucially, in light of our results, the phonetic 
features we found to correlate with pragmatics are the cues 
that should be considered for the topic characterization in 
that they might represent the only specification of the role 
of topics in discourse. In particular, prosodic features, i.e., 
accentual and boundary realization, can act as discriminat-
ing factors with regard to discourse role, as to say to identi-
fy textual features of ±aboutness and ±contrastiveness.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study was to investigate the realization 
of sentence topics in Italian in order to explore whether 
the variability detected in previous descriptions of topic 
realization could be ascribed to specific factors. Specif-
ically, we deepened the role of syntactic and pragmatic 
factors. To this end, phonetic realization, considering ac-
cents and boundaries, prosodic phrasing, pitch span and 
disfluency phenomena, was investigated as a function of 
topics’ syntactic (Phrase structure, Function, and Weight) 
and textual-pragmatic (Discourse role and Givenness) 
features. For this purpose, a dataset of semi-spontaneous 
and semi-monologic speech was selected; a total of 228 
topic items uttered by female speakers was found and an-
alysed. 

Our findings suggest that textual-pragmatic features, 
±aboutness, ±contrastiveness, ±givenness, and syntactic 
weight covary with phonetic properties. In particular, the 
intonational features, namely accent and boundary type, 
correlate with the topics’ discourse role, the global span 
with the information status, namely New topics, and the 
presence of disfluent phenomena with syntactic heavy 
constituents and New instances.
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